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Abstract
The Odderon state in perturbative QCD is briefly reviewed. Recent calculations
devoted to estimate the diffrative ηc production at high energies from the leading
known Odderon states are discussed.
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1 Introduction
The Odderon [1] is the partner of the Pomeron, but odd under parity P and
charge conjugation C (like the photon). In general it is related to the possibility
that the real part of a scattering amplitude increases with energy as fast as the
imaginary part. The general analytic properties of the scattering amplitudes
at high energies are conveniently studied in the complex angular momentum
plane j: in the even (under crossing) amplitude a singularity is associated to
the Pomeron and gives a mostly imaginary contribution, while in the odd case
one has a mostly real contribution which is associated to the Odderon. The
position of the singularity, near j = 1, is also called intercept and it is related
to the asymptotic behaviour of the cross section.
It is remarkable that QCD, the very successful theory for the strong inter-
action, predicts the existence of the Odderon. This is related to the fact
that the internal gauge symmetry group of QCD has rank greater than one,
and therefore allows to construct from three gluons a C-odd state which
can be associated to the Odderon. Infact, on considering the SU(3)C gauge
group associated to the gluon field Aµ =
∑
aA
a
µta, and using the transfor-
mation property Aµ → −ATµ under charge conjugation, one can see that
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two possible independent invariants can be constructed by three gluon fields,
Tr([A1, A2]A3) and Tr({A1, A2}A3), which are respectively even and odd un-
der charge conjugation. Therefore the Odderon is related to the composite
operator Oαβγ = dabcA
a
αA
b
βA
c
γ .
The challenge to understand the QCD dynamics present in the scattering
processes involving the Odderon quantum numbers is still open both on theo-
retical and experimental sides. Till now no evidence of the Odderon has been
found showing that the cross sections involved are small. The experimental
search can go in two directions. One can look at the comparison of the total
and/or elastic cross sections for direct and cross-symmetric scattering pro-
cesses, like for example in the case of pp and pp¯ scattering. Another class
of scattering processes, where the Odderon contributes, is when one or two
of the incoming scattering particles, of definite C-parity, goes into a state of
opposite C-parity under scattering. A rapidity gap, which allows to separate
the outgoing scattering states, is required. For example, one can look at the
reaction
γ (γ∗) + p→ PS (T ) + p (Xp), (1)
where a photon scatters a proton and a pseudoscalar or a tensor meson is
produced in the photon fragmentation region, well separated in rapidity from
the proton or its debris (Xp). This process has been started to be analyzed at
HERA [2]. Recent non perturbative studies [3], based on some specific dynam-
ical QCD assumptions, and carried on for the production of light mesons (π0,
f2), have been clearly excluded by the recent analysis at HERA from the H1
collaboration [4], where in both cases a much lower limit to the cross section
has been posed.
On the other hand perturbative analysis have been performed in the study
of ηc production in DIS with an Odderon made by three simply uncorrelated
gluons [5,6] and later by considering the resummed QCD interaction in LLA
[7], where leading gluon correlation phenomena are taken into account. This
analysis will be shortly reviewed here.
2 Perturbative QCD Odderon in LLA
In the high energy limit we consider a scattering process where all the leading
log contributions in the center of mass energy are resummed, i.e. those of the
order (αs ln s)
n. The so called kT factorization does apply and the amplitude
is given by A(s, t) = c〈Φ1|G|Φ2〉, where c is a convenient normalization factor,
Φi are the impact factors and G is the Green function, describing an effective
2
evolution in rapidity. Here a bra-ket notation is used for the integration on
the transverse plane. Normally, coordinate or momentum representations are
chosen.
For the Odderon case, at lowest order, without resummation, and provided
the strong coupling αs is small, one has a simple three uncorrelated gluon
exchange, i.e. the Green function G3, which is convoluted with the impact
factors, is constructed, simply with 3 gluon propagators. Therefore, in mo-
mentum representation G
(LO)
3 = δ
(2)(k1 − k′1)δ(2)(k2 − k′2)1/k21k22k23.
In the high energy limit, when all other physical invariants are much smaller,
the LLA resummation can be performed. The same resummation for the two
gluon exchange has lead to the BFKL [8] equation. The kernel of this integral
equation for the 2-gluon Green function, in the colour singlet state, describes
the perturbative QCD Pomeron in LLA. The same equation in the colour
octet state has a simple eigenstate which corresponds to the reggeized gluon,
a composed object at high energies. This fact is seen as a self consistency
requirement and it is called bootstrap. In NLA [9], where one is resumming
also the contribution of order αns (ln s)
n−1, all the same concepts, reggeization
included [10], do apply.
The general kernel for the n-gluon integral equation for the Green function
in LLA is given by the BKP equation [11]. In the large Nc limit and for
finite Nc when n = 3, it possesses remarkable symmetry properties: discrete
cyclic symmetry, holomorphic separability, conformal invariance, integrability,
duality [12] and also a relation between solutions with different n exists [13],
which is a direct consequence of the gluon reggeization.
The Odderon states in LLA must be symmetric eigenstates of the operator
K3 = 1/2(K12 + K23 + K31) constructed with the BFKL kernel Kij for two
reggeized gluons in a singlet state. Using the conformal invariance and in-
tegrability properties a set of eigenstates has been found [14], which have a
maximal intercept below one.
Using the gluon reggeization property (bootstrap) a new set of solutions was
later found [15], characterized by intercept up to one, therefore dominant
at high energies. Moreover for the particular impact factor which couples a
photon and an ηc to the Odderon the LLA calculation has shown that this
second set of solution is relevant while the previous one decouples.
These leading Odderon states E
(ν,n)
3 , in momentum representation, are given
by
k21k
2
2k
2
3E
(ν,n)
3 (k1,k2,k3) = c(ν, n)
∑
(123)
(k1 + k2)
2k23E
(ν,n)(k1 + k2,k3), (2)
3
where c(n, ν) = 1
(2pi)3/2
√
g2sNc
−3χ(ν,n)
is a normalization factor,E is a BFKL Pomeron
eigenstate and the conformal spin n is odd. The sum is taken over the cyclic
permutations. In the expression above no colour wave function is explicit. The
full Green function is constructed summing over all such states in the following
way, in the momentum representation,
G3(y|k1,k2,k3|k′1,k′2,k′3) =
∑
odd n
+∞∫
−∞
dν
(2π)2(ν2 + n2/4)
[ν2 + (n− 1)2/4][ν2 + (n+ 1)2/4] ×
ey χ(ν,n)E
(ν,n)
3 (k1,k2,k3)E
(ν,n)
3
∗
(k′1,k
′
2,k
′
3) . (3)
In the high energy limit the asymptotic behaviour can be studied for conformal
spin n = ±1 and performing the saddle point integration around ν = 0.
Since we have found convenient to work in the momentum representation to
make a close comparison between the LLA Odderon contribution and the
simple 3 gluon exchange, we need the pomeron BFKL function E in such a
representation. The Fourier transform was performed in [7] and is given by
E˜hh¯(k1,k2) = E˜
A
hh¯(k1,k2) + E˜
δ
hh¯(k1,k2), (4)
where h = (1+n)/2+ iν and h¯ = (1−n)/2+ iν are called conformal weights.
The analytic term ( also standard complex notation is used) is given by
E˜Ahh¯(k1,k2) =
(−i)n
(4π)2
hh¯Γ(2− h)Γ(2− h¯)
[
X(k1,k2) + (−1)nX(k2,k1)
]
, (5)
where
X(k1,k2)=
(
k1
2
)h¯−2(
k¯2
2
)h−2
F
(
1− h, 2− h; 2;− k¯1
k¯2
)
F
(
1− h¯, 2− h¯; 2;−k2
k1
)
.(6)
The δ-distribution term is
E˜δhh¯(k1,k2) =
[
δ(2)(k1) + (−1)nδ(2)(k2)
] in
2π
21−h−h¯
Γ(1− h¯)
Γ(h)
qh¯−1q∗h−1, (7)
where q = k1 + k2. All the expression needed in the case n = ±1 and ν → 0
are however strongly simplified [7].
4
3 The process γ∗p→ ηcp.
We shortly review the calculation of the amplitude
Ai(s, t) =
s
32
1
16
N2c − 4
Nc
N2c − 1
3!
1
(2π)8
〈Φiγ |G3|Φp〉. (8)
The impact factors are the ones presented in [5,6] in order to have a direct
comparison of the resummation effects. Therefore we use the following photon
impact factor
Φiγ = b ǫij
qj
q2

∑
(123)
(k1 + k2 − k3) · q
Q2 + 4m2c + (k1 + k2 − k3)2
− q
2
Q2 + 4m2c + q
2

 , (9)
where b is a normalization factor [5,6]. It is calculated in perturbation theory,
thanks to the presence of the charm scale, with some simplifying assumptions.
The transverse polarization case is considered since in particular the real pho-
ton case is giving the dominant contribution. Its form was discussed also in
[15]. The longitudinal polarization play no important role for our purposes.
The proton impact factor cannot be clearly calculated in perturbation theory
and only some reasonable ansatz can be given. In particular we have
Φp = d
[
F (q, 0, 0)−
3∑
i=1
F (ki, q − ki, 0) + 2F (k1,k2,k3)
]
, (10)
with
F (k1,k2,k3) =
2a2
2a2 + (k1 − k2)2 + (k2 − k3)2 + (k3 − k1)2 , (11)
with d and a some parameters for the normalization and the internal proton
scale [5,6].
As anticipated, we evaluate the amplitude (8) in the saddle point approxima-
tion for n = ±1 conformal spin. The integral (scalar product) of the Odderon
states with the photon impact factor can be computed analytically in this
limit while the proton side has instead to be treated numerically [7] and some
care is needed to assure the cancellations of the infrared singularities.
After having performed the saddle point integration we have obtained an
approximation for the amplitude which we can use to calculate the differential
cross section, squaring it and averaging over the photon polarizations:
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Fig. 1. Numerical results for the coupling of the Odderon to the proton, as a function
of the scaled variable x = |t|/2a2.
dσ
dt
(γ(γ∗) + p→ ηc + p) = 1
16πs2
1
2
2∑
i=1
|Ai|2 = 2
4 · 52
37
1
(2π)8
αemα
2
sb
2
0
ζ(3)y
1
|t| ×
m2ηc
(Q2 + 4m2c)2a
2
|V (0,±1)γ (
t
M2
)|2|V (0,±1)p (
t
2a2
)|2. (12)
In the above expression one has [7]
V (0,±1)γ
(
t
M2
)
=
√
|t|/M2
1 + |t|/M2 , (13)
where M =
√
Q2 + 4m2c , while V
(0,±1)
p , which has been evaluated numerically,
is shown in Fig. 1.
It is interesting to see that in the high energy limit the effective coupling of
the Odderon function with the proton impact factor is changing sign with
t, and in particular there is an oscillation. When other non leading states of
the Odderon basis are contributing, this fact could disappear. Moreover the
photon-ηc-Odderon coupling does not presents such behaviour.
This fact leads to the presence of a zero in the differential cross section which
should, more generally, present therefore a dip at high energies.
If one looks at the form of the pomeron eigenstates, one can explain this
looking at their t dependence. This is a feature which appears in a non forward
analysis and can also help to understand if an asymptotic regime, where saddle
point integration can be performed, is reached. On the other side the effect for
the Odderon exchange is more complex than in the Pomeron exchange, due to
the symmetry properties of the solution and the richer structure of the three
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Fig. 2. The differential cross sections (in pb / GeV2). The upper curve refers to
Q2 = 0, the lower one to Q2 = 25 GeV2.
gluon impact factors.
The differential cross section is presented in Fig. 2 for the two cases Q2 = 0
and 25 GeV2 and
√
s ≈ 300 GeV. We have taken αs at the scale m2c +Q2 (in
[5] at Q2 = 0 the scale was m2c). At t = 0 the cross section vanishes, as in the
case of a simple three gluon exchange. For the integrated cross sections we find
50 pb and 1.3 pb at Q2 = 0 and 25 GeV2, respectively. Compared to the value
in [5] we found a total cross section an order of magnitude larger. Note that
compared to the simple three gluon exchange, we have a (weak) logarithmic
suppression with energy. So the obtained enhancement effect is totally due to
the coupling of the Odderon wave function to the impact factors.
There are, in conclusion, many new interesting features appearing after LLA
resummation for processes related to the Odderon exchange. There are many
uncertainties, also due to the non perturbative ansatz for the proton impact
factors, but some of them may could be fixed making comparisons with other
processes and some of the qualitative features we find, if observed at very high
energies, could strongly support the perturbative Odderon structure till now
understood. By the way the predicted cross sections are nowdays too small
for an experimental check with available data.
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